Tracking people in a video sequence is a challenging task that has been approached from many perspectives. This task becomes even more complicated when the person to track is a player in a broadcasted sport event, the reasons being the existence of difficulties such as frequent camera movements or switches, total and partial occlusions between players, and blurry frames due to the codification algorithm of the video. This paper introduces a player tracking solution which is both fast and accurate. This allows to track a player precisely in real-time. The approach combines several models that are executed concurrently in a relatively modest hardware, and whose accuracy has been validated against hand-labeled broadcast video sequences.
Introduction
Object tracking is one of the most important problems in computer vision.
The objective is to track a specific object in a video sequence. To do this, it can take advantage of the initial position of the object specified by a human operator, and afterwards, of the position of the object in the previous frame.
In machine learning (ML), this problem has been usually faced using an approach known as tracking by detection. This method detects the object in the frame without taking into account its previous position. This leads to a high computational cost, since it cannot easily determine a constrained region of interest (ROI) where the tracked object is likely to be located. As a result, it is not feasible to track objects at real-time following this approach.
For instance, if the video source is a high definition video of 60 fps, each detection has to process a high-definition frame in just 16 ms. Also, object detection might be successful in only a fraction of the frames of the video sequence, as the tracked object might not detectable in every frame. This paper presents a solution that attempts to overcome these limitations by combining costly but accurate deep learning (DL) techniques with faster but less accurate math-based algorithms, obtaining a resulting solution which is both accurate and fast at the same time. This solution is applied to the challenging case study of tracking an individual player in a broadcasted sport event. The special difficulties introduced by this case study (Manafifard et al. (2017) ) are the existence of frequent camera movements and switches, partial and total occlusions of the tracked object, players of the same team with a very similar appearance to the tracked player, blurry images due to the codification algorithm, and video intervals where the tracked player is out of 2 camera.
The proposed solution combines two deep neural networks (DNN), Faster-RCNN and SSD, with the Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF) algorithm.
The three models are executed concurrently, although with different frequencies of execution, exchanging information to build a hybrid tracker. This hybrid approach does not need a human operator or supervisor that makes the selection of the initial position of the tracked player. This initial selection is automatically made by the Faster-RCNN network, which is trained to detect a specific player. The same kind of training is applied to SSD. The datasets required to train both networks were generated using a semiautomated tool that uses OpenCV object tracking algorithm. These DNNs allows the tracker to recover from situations where the player is out of camera, as well as from temporary detection errors.
The results show that this approach is able to track a specific player through complicated and challenging video sequences, containing several of the situations that make this case study specially complicated. The experiments show that the proposed algorithm can be executed more than 60 times 1 per second on the frames of a high definition video. The accuracy of the tracker has been validated against hand-labeled video sequences obtaining a value of the area under curve (AUC) of around 0.6. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates this paper. Section 3 formalizes the problem of object tracking and our case study, and introduces some of the solutions available. Section 4 introduces the 1 80 times on average 3 solution provided in this paper. Then, Section 5 presents the experimental results, while Section 6 presents our conclusions and future work.
Motivation
As mentioned in the introduction, object tracking is a difficult task for which a big number of solutions have been proposed. None of them has proved to be both fast and accurate enough for the case study of this paper, the unsupervised tracking of an individual player in a broadcasted sport event. This is related to the several complications introduced by this case study, which have already been mentioned in Section 1.
We tried a number of existing solutions to solve this problem before creating our own one. First, we tried several classifiers based on the "tracking by detection" approach and implemented in the OpenCV library (G.B.. A. Karhler (2008) ). Multiple Instance Learning (Babenko et al. (2009) ) (MIL) and Kernelized Correlation Filters (KCF) (Henriques et al. (2014) ) are the two that provided the best results in the case study. This kind of methods train a discriminative classifier in an online manner to separate the object from the background, using the current tracker location to extract positive and negative samples from the current frame. When the tracking is not precise, the appearance model uses a sub-optimal positive sample, which can degrade its accuracy over time and cause drift 2 . Some of these methods take negative and positive samples from the areas of the frame around the location of the tracker to attenuate this problem. The accuracy of these trackers in our case study is extremely sensitive to the quality of the initial selection, and they can only track the player for a few seconds. After that, these trackers suffer drifting or lose the tracked object in a sudden.
An alternate solution was to use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to track the player. These networks are trained offline to track an individual player. For this, the model should be fed with thousands of sample frames indicating the location of the tracked player. Again, these trackers are based on the approach of "tracking by detection", as they treat every frame as a new problem where the player has to be located without knowing its previous location. This implies that they lose some context information with respect to traditional tracking approaches, which take advantage of the previous locations of the tracked object. This also implies a higher computational cost, as this alternative does not consider a reduced area of interest where the tracked player is likely to be located.
Among these trackers, FasterRCNN generates the best results. To further evaluate its effectiveness, we made a tracking test with a short video containing several challenging situations such as partial or total occlusions or camera switches, for example. For this test, and all the other tests throughout the paper, we are going to consider the following metrics: The precision of the tracking, for every frame, will be evaluated using the average overlap metric, which calculates the IoU (Intersection Over Union) between two bounding boxes (BBs), one being the ground-truth region (Λ G ) and the other being the one detected by the tracker to evaluate (Λ T ). This metric is defined using the following formula:
is the division between the area of overlap by the area of union -Intersection over Union
For this metric, we are considering that an IoU above 0.5 is successful.
The average overlap is a good metric to measure how good is each individual prediction. In order to show the precision on a sequence of frames, we will be using the One Pass Evaluation (OPE) curve. This curve shows the percentage of correct frames, correct meaning that their IoU is above a given threshold. The curve shows this percentage for different thresholds. A summary metric of this curve is the Area Under the Curve (AUC) value, which is calculated by computing the integral of the OPE curve. This metric takes a value between 0 and 1 and the higher it is, the better the result is.
The video used for this preliminary test has a full HD resolution (1920x1080 px) and a frame rate of 60 frames per second (fps), and it has been obtained from the SoccerNet dataset (Giancola et al. (2018) ). The test has been executed on a workstation equipped with an Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti card, an Intel i7 8700k processor and 16 GB of RAM memory. Notice that along this paper, the training and inference processes of deep neural networks will be using all the hardware available in the system, including the GPUs. We are interested The execution time is almost constant around 45 ms, which is insufficient for processing our video in real time. For instance, in order to maintain a frame rate of 30 fps we need to process each frame in just 33 ms, while for a frame rate of 60 fps we need to execute it in just 16 ms. Figure 2 shows the average overlap between the hand-labeled location of the tracked player and the location detected by Faster-RCNN. As handlabeling the whole video would have taken too much time, we decided to focus these accuracy results on a subset of 200 frames of the video sequence which were considered specially challenging. The outputs of this detector are a bounding box enclosing the most probable location of the tracked object and the confidence of the detection, which is provided with a score between 0 and 1 (the higher the better). This figure assigns an average overlap of 0 to those frames where this score is below 0.6, as this means that in those cases the confidence of the detector is bellow 60%. In the figure, a horizontal red line marks the 0.5 threshold for the average overlap, above which the detection is considered successful. This threshold is only surpassed by around 50% of the video frames, which evidences that the detection provided by FasterRCNN is discrete.
Finally, Figure 3 represents the OPE curve of the detection made with
FasterRCNN. This curve shows that this tracker only achieved an overlap (w.r.t. hand-labeled frames) above 50% in 45% of the cases, and that there was a significant fraction of the frames where no detection at all was made.
The Area Under Curve (AUC) value is just 0.32, which is far from the state of the art methods of object detection.
These results show that techniques based on maths and statistics cannot successfully address our case study. CNNs seem to provide promising results, but their computational cost is excessive and, although they can track the player in some frames, there are many frames where they cannot detect the player at all.
Object tracking
Object tracking is an important problem in the field of computer/artificial vision. Its aim is to track an object through a sequence of frames of a video.
The outcome of a tracking algorithm would be a tracking area around the tracked object. In this work, we have adopted the usual simplification of providing a rectangular bounding box (BB) around the tracked object.
If our purpose were to track an object on a single frame instead of a video sequence, the problem would be referred as object detection. In some works (Henriques et al. (2014) ; Babenko et al. (2009) ), the idea of using an object detection algorithm to track that object across a video sequence has been tried successfully. However, notice that, in the case of object tracking, the history of the previous locations of the object can be used to provide a more accurate and faster tracking. Usually, this information allows establishing a ROI around the immediately previous location of the tracked object, based on the assumption that the movement of the object has a certain locality and that sudden movements from one edge to another of the frame only happen seldom. This ROI can be used to narrow the potential locations of the tracked object.
Regarding the nature of the target of the tracking, sometimes only an individual unique object needs to be tracked, while in other situations it is required to track all the objects of the same type. Usually, the camera is static and it provides always the same perspective, although sometimes there can be camera switches or movements, which complicates the task.
In this paper, we have focused on tracking an individual player on a broadcasted soccer match. The output for each frame will be a BB around the most probable location of the tracked player.
Most of the algorithms that can be found in the bibliography have been tested using data sets, which unlike what happens in our case study, track objects that occupy a high percentage of the frame; a situation that allows to extract characteristics that ease the identification of the objects. The OTB benchmarks (Wu et al. (2013) ) and the VOT benchmarks (Kristan et al. (2016) ) are examples of this type of data sets. (2019)), whose AUC value varies between 0.610 and 0.654 for different benchmarks. Regarding performance, the SiamVGG network can process a maximum of 35 fps. These numbers will allow us later to put into perspective the level of accuracy and the performance achieved by our strategy. Player tracking is a sub-field of object tracking where a number of ad-hoc solutions have been proposed. These solutions have approached the problem from different perspectives, and using very different theoretical foundations.
The survey (Manafifard et al. (2017) ) contains a comprehensive study of all of them. Some of them have been explicitly tested as part of this research work. For instance, we attempted to integrate the idea of using Kalman
Filters (Svensson (2010) ) in our hybrid tracker, but it failed to capture camera movements, or situations where players change of direction or speed up suddenly.
Recent implementations of the Meanshift (Comaniciu and Meer (2002)) and Camshift (Allen et al. (2004) ) techniques were also tried but, in the best case, they were only able to track a player for a few seconds in our benchmark video sequences.
The hybrid player tracker
The main challenge of our tracker is to use object detection DNNs to perform efficient and precise object tracking. In order to do this we need:
(1) to use the history of previous locations detected by the tracker to define a reduced ROI in each frame on which to make the current detection, and (2) to execute concurrently different algorithms at different frequencies to make a precise tracking of a player in a reasonable time. Figure 4 represents the high-level architecture of our solution. In one of every jump frames, the object detection Faster-RCNN network is executed to detect the player. The output of this module will be the most likely position of the tracked player at this time. The blue arrows represent the flows of information that happen during the processing of these jump frames.
The location given by Faster-RCNN will be used to crop subsequent frames establishing a reduced area of interest where to search for the tracked player. This area of interest will be further refined and updated by a SSD network detector which will be executed for each one of the remaining jump − 1 frames. Concurrently, the KCF algorithm will be used to do a fine-grain tracking of the object in the ROI on each frame and to provide the output of the algorithm in these frames. The flows of information that happen during Figure 4 is maintained. Namely, it also uses blue arrows for the first frame of each group of jump frames and red arrows for the remaining ones.
The conception of this algorithm resulted from an incremental process driven by a large number of tests. Our initial hypothesis was that executing
Faster-RCNN on each frame would be feasible, but as commented in Sec-tion 2, we only obtained a fraction of the required performance to be able to perform the tracking in real-time. Also, in that same section we showed that when using this approach, a successful detection was made only in around a 20% of the frames, which means that the tracking algorithm lacked continuity in the detection.
Also, the tests made using KCF alone showed that this algorithm requires periodical supervision, as the initial location of the player has to be indicated by a supervisor, and after some time the algorithm suffers drifting, which should be corrected periodically. In our proposal, the role of the supervisor is played by the Faster-RCNN algorithm. However, this supervisor does not intervene only at the beginning of the tracking, but rather each jump frames.
The supervision of the SSD detector at every frame is effective avoiding the KCF drifting problem. This is done by adjusting the KCF BB if there is a serious discrepancy between it and SSD. However, adjusting KCF when a discrepancy with SSD is detected for the first time proved to turn the overall solution unstable. Therefore, instead of doing this, we found that the solution works better if the adjustment is only made when both techniques diverge in more than 3 frames in a row. This value was obtained through experimentation.
Experimental results
This section includes: (1) the accuracy and performance results of our approach, and (2), the data of the traning required for the deep neural networks used in our solution. They are discussed in 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
Accuracy and performance
The accuracy and performance of our hybrid tracker was tested by means of experiments whose purpose was to track a total of 4 players from 2 different soccer teams. For each player we chose a specially challenging video sequence containing all the situations that may complicate the tracking, and that were commented in Section 1. There are small variations in the duration of each video sequence selected for each player. The reason is that we tried to balance the videos so that in all of them the tracked player is on camera a similar amount of time. The videos used in these experiments have been obtained from the SoccerNet dataset (Giancola et al. (2018) ). In the average overlap figures, a horizontal red line shows the threshold of 0.5 overlap, above which a detection is considered successful. As we can see, for all the players, the overlap is above that value most of the time, and when it is below, it does not drop too much below the threshold. Some of the areas of the videos below the threshold correspond to camera switches, or intervals in which the tracked player is not on camera. The OPE curve has a good shape, showing that the tracker achieves at least the minimum 0.5 overlap in between 80% and 90% of the frames. In addition, the summary value AUC is always around 0.6, which is always considered in the bibliography as an indicator of high precision (see Section 3). These accuracy values are calculated against hand-labeled images, which allows making a more accurate evaluation than using videos labeled using a semiautomated labeling process with the aid of OpenCV. In the following, the evaluation of the accuracy in this paper will be done against hand-labeled images. The downside of this approach is that hand-labeling takes significantly more time, thus, we had to focus the accuracy evaluation on segments of the video-sequence.
Regarding the performance graphs, the red line corresponds to a frame rate of 60 fps, and the blue line corresponds to 50 fps. The results show that the frame time is almost always fast enough to be able to process at least 50 fps. However, the intervals of the video in which we cannot process more than 60 fps are rare. Notice that the tracking was done on a high definition video of a broadcasted video event with a frame rate of 60 fps. This input implied a higher computational cost, but, in exchange, it provided finer-grain details on every frame. The hardware used to execute our solution is the same workstation used for the tests described in Section 2. 3 Table 2 shows the average accuracy, fps, AUC and lost frames for the video sequences of the four players. The results show that our approach has an accuracy comparable to the state of the art techniques introduced in Section 3. Notice that this is a remarkable achievement given the great difficulty of our case study, which is much higher than that of the benchmarks with which the state of the art approaches are usually evaluated. The fps values show that the performance is really good, and the almost non-existent lost frames prove that the tracker can deliver the tracking in real-time.
We finish this part of the evaluation discussing two parameters that may modify the behavior of our approach potentially impacting both the accuracy and the performance.
The first one is the Faster-RCNN jump size between frames. A small jump size increases the accuracy but it slows down the tracking, as it increases the frequency of execution of the Faster-RCNN model, which is accurate but slow. Figure 7 shows the OPE curve (left side) and the time per frame (right side) for different jump sizes. A jump of three frames reaches the highest AUC, concretely 0.64, but in exchange the time per frame needed is also considerably large and unstable. As the jump size increases, the area under the OPE curve is reduced as well as the time per frame, which also becomes more constant.
The second parameter of our approach that can be changed is the size of the crop of the frame made by the SSD model. Theoretically, a small crop size should favor a better accuracy, as the chances that there are two candidates for being the tracked player are smaller. Also, small crops of the frames will be processed faster, reducing the time per frame. The results shown in Figure 8 for both the OPE curve and the time per frame indicate that the variation of this parameter does not have in practice a significant influence in none of both aspects.
Training time
Our method requires that the Faster-RCNN and the SSD networks are trained to detect an individual player. This training is done offline, but it requires a significant amount of computational resources. This training required to have a dataset of 1500 frames labeled with the location of the player, for each one of the four players. Doing this process by hand would have been infeasible. This is why we built a help tool that used KCF to automatically generate these datasets using a short sequence of videos where this technique worked well, and stopping the generation when the technique lost the tracked player. Although it was not a fully automatic 20 process, it significantly reduced the time required to generate the dataset.
Conclusions
The hybrid tracker presented in this paper combines two DL detection networks, Faster-RCNN and SSD, as well as a traditional math-based algorithm, like KCF, to produce a fast and accurate tracker for soccer players in broadcasted sport events.
The situation faced by the tracker is really complicated, as the video of the broadcasted sport event is not edited or preprocessed by us, and thus it contains total or partial occlusions of the tracked players, intervals of the sequence in which the tracked player is not on camera, and camera switches or movements. All these situations and others mentioned in the paper make this tracking really challenging.
The experiments prove that our tracker can process 60 fps full HD videos at real-time while keeping a high degree of accuracy. This way, for instance, the achieved AUC is above 0.6 and the tracker can obtain an overlap with respect to hand-labeled frames of above 0.5 in more than 80% of the frames.
The proposed method is unsupervised, which requires that the DNNs are trained in advance to track a specific player. This allows the method not only to work without human supervision, but also to recover from camera switches and situations where the player has not been on camera for a few frames.
As future work we are planing to group the detection of several players using the same Faster-RCNN network. This would decrease the time required to train the networks, and it would also enable the tracking of several players at the same time. Also, we plan to apply the same approach to other kinds of environments, such as tracking players in other sports or tracking persons of interest in video surveillance.
